This review describes a scheme for diagnosis of glaucoma in population based prevalence surveys. Cases are diagnosed on the grounds of both structural and functional evidence of glaucomatous optic neuropathy. The scheme also makes provision for diagnosing glaucoma in eyes with severe visual loss where formal field testing is impractical, and for blind eyes in which the optic disc cannot be seen because of media opacities.

A n appropriate case definition is the keystone of epidemiological research whether measuring prevalence, studying risk factors, or conducting clinical trials. This reconsideration of the definition and classification of glaucoma was prompted by our experiences of cross sectional prevalence research in Africa and Asia, and by the difficulty we experienced in identifying and classifying cases and in making valid comparisons with previously published data. The proposed definition of glaucomatous optic neuropathy has evolved from one initially developed for the Kongwa Eye Study in Tanzania.1 At the same time, work in Mongolia and Singapore,2,3 where there was a high prevalence of primary angle closure glaucoma (PACG), had prompted a re-examination of the definition of this condition. We were concerned that in previous reports subjects with “latent angle closure glaucoma” had been classified as cases of established glaucoma, despite having normal visual function. This may result in misinterpretation of the estimates of visual morbidity attributable to glaucoma, especially as PACG is believed to be at least as prevalent as primary open angle glaucoma (POAG).4

At the biennial congress of the International Society for Geographical and Epidemiological Ophthalmology held in Leeuwenhorst, the Netherlands, in June 1998, a group interested in glaucoma epidemiology met to discuss the prototype system. This has since been discussed further, and various experts in the fields of glaucoma research and clinical practice consulted. (The appendix lists participants and co-opted advisers.) The views presented here are, however, those of the authors. Our aim has been to present a practical framework which can be tested and discussed further.

PROPOSED DEFINING FEATURES OF GLAUCOMA

The fundamental concept of the proposed classification for cross sectional epidemiological research is that the term glaucoma is reserved for people with established, visually significant, end organ damage. In the public health context, glaucoma can be seen as an optic neuropathy associated with characteristic structural damage to the optic nerve and associated visual dysfunction that may be caused by various pathological processes.

Structural damage—optic neuropathy

The feature that differentiates glaucoma from other causes of visual morbidity is a characteristic pattern of damage to the optic nerve head. This is most easily recognised at the superior and inferior poles of the optic disc. The vertical cup:disc ratio (VCDR) has proved to be a simple, relatively robust index of glaucomatous loss of the neuroretinal rim. As with intraocular pressure, VCDR is a continuous variable within the population.

One approach would be to determine the range of CDR in people with normal visual function (normal visual field) in a population. This group of individuals will therefore be “hypernormal,” as those with visual dysfunction due to causes other than glaucoma would be excluded. The choice of where to place the division between “normal” and “abnormal” is, for the time being, arbitrary and partially flawed by the fact that there is overlap between the range of CDRs in those with and without glaucomatous visual loss. Faced with this dilemma, we propose that the statistical convention that a probability of <5% representing a significant deviation from normal be invoked. Therefore, the CDR above which 2.5% of the normal population lie defines the “upper limit of normal” (the other 2.5% falling below the normal distribution). By using the 97.5th percentile, one avoids making the assumption that CDR is normally distributed (it has been found to be Gaussian in some studies, but not in others). We also suggest using the 97.5th percentile value for CDR asymmetry as a second criterion for abnormality. Examples of what these criteria might be for some populations are shown in Table 1.

Functional damage

While most published definitions of glaucoma include the presence of “characteristic visual field defects,” many authors fail to provide quantitative, clearcut descriptions of what this means. The broadly accepted principles are summarised in Table 2.

Abbreviations: PACG, primary angle closure glaucoma; POAG, primary open angle glaucoma; VCDR, vertical cup:disc ratio; IOP, intraocular pressure; PAC, primary angle closure; PAS, peripheral anterior synchiae.
These principles fail to account for the possibility of diffuse damage to the visual field in glaucoma. While some diffuse loss clearly must occur, its magnitude and importance in specific glaucoma diagnosis are difficult to determine. Following consultation with a group of researchers interested in the psychophysics of glaucoma, we have adopted the following as the “gold standard” of glaucomatous visual field loss. The glaucoma hemifield test graded “outside normal limits” and a cluster of three contiguous points at the 5% level on the pattern deviation plot, using the threshold test strategy with the 24-2 test pattern of the Zeiss-Humphrey field analyser 2. This is not intended to indicate that this device is the only acceptable tool for field analysis. However, we consider it the standard against which others should be validated.

Glaucoma

The relation between VCDR and proved visual field abnormalities is complex. Some eyes have reproducible visual field defects although they have a CDR that lies within the range defined as normal by the criteria we have selected. Figure 1 shows the relation between CDR and the cumulative probability of a reproducible field defect CDR among Chinese Singaporeans (unpublished data, Paul Foster, Steve Seah, Singapore National Eye Centre, 2001).

We further propose that an individual with field loss who meets the stated criteria (and optic disc meeting criteria for abnormality) in one eye has glaucoma. This takes account of the fact that damage is often present in one eye before the other. However, we appreciate that this monopolized based definition may not be representative of a subject’s functional capacity.

We have not sought to specify that the visual field defect should be “consistent” with the pattern of structural damage to the optic nerve—for example, requiring that inferior field loss must be matched with superior optic disc rim loss. This may lower the specificity of the definition, although we believe the interobserver variation in making this judgment is potentially so great as to introduce greater weakness to the scheme. We therefore suggest that structural features exceeding the specified limits, combined with a field defect that meets the above criteria, will constitute the definition of glaucoma damage.
have evidence of angle closure on gonioscopy, and where there is no identifiable secondary cause.

**Primary angle closure and narrow drainage angles**

The current classification of PACG is largely based on clinical observations in European derived people, among whom the condition is scarce. While the acute, symptomatic phase is dramatic, it occurs in only a minority of those with PACG diagnosed in population based surveys in African and Asian settings. Rather, a chronic, asymptomatic form of PACG predominates. Thus, a full re-evaluation of the definition of this disease is appropriate, with emphasis placed on visual loss rather than symptomatic disease.

We propose that it would be useful to distinguish between the mechanism by which IOP becomes elevated and the resultant damage that is caused by PACG. To do this, people meeting gonioscopic criteria for narrow angles and with evidence of significant obstruction of the functional trabecular meshwork by the peripheral iris would be classified as having primary angle closure (PAC). Those in whom PAC had led to evidence of significant obstruction of the optic nerve would be classified as having primary angle closure glaucoma (PACG). This is not intended to indicate that trabecular obstruction by the peripheral iris has occurred, such as peripheral anterior synchiae, elevated intraocular pressure, iris whirling (distortion of the radially orientated iris fibres), “glaucomfleken” lens opacities, or excessive pigment deposition on the trabecular surface. The optic disc does not have glaucomatous damage.

**Glucoma with secondary ocular pathology**

Not all prevalence studies of glaucoma have separated primary and secondary glaucoma in consistent fashion, if they have done so at all. None the less, the estimated proportion of glaucoma damage that is clearly secondary to other ocular or systemic disease, or to trauma, may represent as much as 20% of all glaucoma. While we argue above for elimination of IOP as a defining feature of primary OAG or ACG, secondary glaucoma is properly considered to represent those eyes in which a second form of ocular pathology has caused IOP above the normal range, leading to optic nerve damage. We propose that the diagnosis of secondary glaucoma only be based on the presence of optic neuropathy, in so far as it is possible to determine this, in the presence of a second ocular pathological process. These processes may include one of the following:

1. neovascularisation
2. uveitic
3. trauma
4. lens related.

There are arguments for and against including people with glaucoma and pigment dispersion syndrome or pseudoxfoliation syndrome as cases of secondary glaucoma. They have been omitted from the list above, on the premise that they represent a variant of POAG, although this view remains to be fully vindicated. It must be recognised that many eyes with secondary glaucoma have opaque media, precluding optic disc and visual field examinations. Hence, many of the secondary glaucoma examples will be diagnosed with the category 3 information detailed above, when optic neuropathy is inferred from reduced visual acuity and a relative afferent pupil defect, in the presence of raised IOP. Furthermore, a substantial number of these people are affected unilaterally compared to bilateral involvement in primary glaucoma.

On the other hand, there will be eyes with processes such as pseudoxfoliation or uveitis with IOP above the normal range, but in which the disc is visible and seen to be normal. For consistency, people with eyes with these features will be categorised as secondary ocular hypertensives, or secondary glaucoma suspects.

**Glucoma suspects**

Our categorisation aims to separate an examined population into those who did not have glaucoma, those who had one of the defined forms of glaucoma, and those who had some

---

**Table 3**  The diagnosis of glaucoma in cross sectional prevalence surveys (The diagnosis is made according to three levels of evidence)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category 1 diagnosis (structural and functional evidence)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eyes with a CDR or CDR asymmetry ≥ 97.5th percentile for the normal population, or a neuroretinal rim width reduced to ≤ 0.1 CDR (between 11 to 1 or clock or 5 to 7 o’clock) that also showed a definite visual field defect consistent with glaucoma.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category 2 diagnosis (advanced structural damage with unproved field loss)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If the subject could not satisfactorily complete visual field testing but had a CDR asymmetry ≥ 99.5th percentile for the normal population, glaucoma was diagnosed solely on the structural evidence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category 3 diagnosis (Optic disc not seen. Field test impossible)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If it is not possible to examine the optic disc, glaucoma is diagnosed if:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A) The visual acuity &lt;3/60 and the IOP &gt; 99.5th percentile, or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) The visual acuity &lt;3/60 and the eye shows evidence of glaucoma filtering surgery, or medical records were available confirming glaucomatous visual morbidity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4  Classification of primary angle closure (PAC)**

1. **Primary angle closure suspect**
   An eye in which appositional contact between the peripheral iris and trabecular meshwork is considered possible (see footnote).

2. **Primary angle closure (PAC)**
   An eye with an occludable drainage angle and features indicating that trabecular obstruction by the peripheral iris has occurred, such as peripheral anterior synchiae, elevated intraocular pressure, iris whirling (distortion of the radially orientated iris fibres), “glaucomfleken” lens opacities, or excessive pigment deposition on the trabecular surface. The optic disc does not have glaucomatous damage.

3. **Primary angle closure glaucoma (PACG)**
   PAC, together with evidence of glaucoma, as defined above.

In epidemiological research this has most often been defined as an angle in which ≥ 270° of the posterior trabecular meshwork (the part which is often pigmented) cannot be seen. This definition is arbitrary and its evaluation in longitudinal study is an important priority. Producing a more evidence based definition of this parameter is a major research priority.
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Table 5  Criteria for classification as glaucoma suspect

| Disc suspects: Those who met category 1 (but not category 2) disc criteria, but were not proved to have definite field defects. |
| Field suspects: Those with definite field defects, but not meeting category 1 disc criteria. |
| Those with optic disc margin hemorrhages. |
| Those with an optic disc with more than 2 optic disc margin hemorrhages. |
| Those with an optic disc with more than 2 optic disc margin hemorrhages. |
| Those with a VCDR > 0.73 and 0.78 respectively. |

Disc and field suspects are summarised in Table 5.

Discussion

The proposed scheme provides a framework for classifying cases of glaucoma in cross sectional population based research. It places the emphasis of the diagnosis on glaucomatous optic neuropathy with a reproducible visual field defect, but includes criteria for some eyes in which visual field testing or disc evaluation are impossible.

Limiting the use of the term “glaucoma” for those people with established end organ damage—that is, a visually significant optic neuropathy, provides a uniform definition across the various causal mechanisms: primary open angle, primary angle closure, and secondary to other pathology. The “glaucoma as damage” approach is attractive for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is conceptually simple. Secondly, it limits the features required to make the diagnosis to direct measurements of the structure and function of the optic nerve. Thirdly, it is also less arbitrary in specifying divisions between what constitutes normality and disease, because we have considerable information on the distribution of optic nerve structural and functional traits in the population of developed countries.

Potential weaknesses in the use of VCDR as a defining feature for glaucoma include variation in the size of the optic disc between individuals, variation in the number of axons in the optic nerve, from a minimum of 816 000 to a maximum of 1 502 000 (mean 1 159 000 plus or minus 196 000) in Europeans and the observation that larger optic nerves have a larger neuroretinal rim area and contain more axons. Correction for variation in disc size when assessing the CDR has been suggested.

However, the precise VCDR and degree of asymmetry that denote statistical abnormality cannot necessarily be extrapolated to other populations without justification from further data. For example, there is evidence that the disc size and CDR in African-Americans is larger than in European-Americans, although the area of the neuroretinal rim is similar. However, a recent report cited 97.5th and 99.5th percentile figures for VCDR distribution in a population in the Netherlands as 0.73 and 0.78 respectively. These are remarkably similar to those found in Asian populations (Table 1).

The emphasis on end organ damage as the defining characteristic of glaucoma has led to the separation of people with an angle closure into (1) primary angle closure suspects, (2) primary angle closure (where there are signs of disturbed structure or function but no visually significant optic nerve damage), and (3) primary angle closure glaucoma (where optic nerve damage is present). The diagnostic criteria employed in eight major population based studies of glaucoma in areas with a high prevalence of PACG are shown in Table 6. Only three out of eight allowed for optic disc and visual field abnormalities in considering the diagnosis of PACG. In all eight studies, a raised IOP with gonioscopic abnormalities was sufficient to diagnose PACG. The logic of this convention is questionable since natural history data in Europeans suggest that many such people never lose vision. The Inuit people of Greenland have the highest rate of primary angle closure of any ethnic group. Follow up over 10 years suggests that even “high risk” individuals within this population have less than a 1% annual risk of suffering a symptomatic episode or developing ocular damage from angle closure.

Thus, the diagnostic criteria proposed here are likely to lead to alterations in prevalence estimates, particularly for PACG. Since some of those with narrow angles but normal discs will now be classified as PAC, the population with PACG may be lower than in previous surveys that included both in one category. Both are likely to benefit from iridectomy, but the former (PAC) are likely to be cured, while the latter will require more intensive follow up and treatment—indeed much like the treatment for POAG.

Published glaucoma surveys in different populations have varied widely in the availability and sophistication of the instruments available for measurement and diagnosis, in the time available for repeat testing (for example, of a suspect visual field test), and in the money available for an adequate number of examiners and assistants. The optic disc cupping may have been assessed by direct ophthalmoscope, binocular indirect ophthalmoscope at the slit lamp, with or without an eye piece graticule, stereoscopic disc photography, a scanning laser ophthalmoscope, or other imaging device. Surveys can thus be arranged in a hierarchy of degrees of completeness and sophistication of the examination.

We do not know the true effect that differences in the methodology may have on the calculated prevalence using the proposed definition. This could be estimated by careful analysis of previous survey data and future glaucoma surveys in which more than one methodological approach is used and comparisons are made.

Considering field testing for the purposes of our definition standards, tests, and instruments other than the Humphrey field analyser (HFA) 2 may be used, but each should be individually validated against this standard. Good equivalence has already been demonstrated for the Zeiss-Humphrey 1 instrument with the newer HFA 2 instrument, and for the SITA testing strategy compared with the standard test algorithm.

Table 6  Diagnostic criteria for PACG in population based research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Symptoms IOP</th>
<th>Gonioscopy</th>
<th>Disc damage</th>
<th>Field loss</th>
<th>PT</th>
<th>Acute attack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greenland + 0.73</td>
<td>+ (with PT or IOP)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska + 0.73</td>
<td>+ (with VF)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+ (with IOP)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China + 0.73</td>
<td>+ (with VF)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+ (with IOP)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibet + 0.73</td>
<td>+ (with VF)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+ (with IOP)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan + 0.73</td>
<td>+ (with gonio)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+ (with IOP)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa + 0.73</td>
<td>+ (with VF)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+ (with IOP)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolia + 0.73</td>
<td>+ (with VF)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+ (with IOP)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan + 0.73</td>
<td>- (with VT)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A = absolute requirement, + = additional feature sufficient for diagnosis combined with absolute requirement, - = not required/not done

PT = provocative testing, VF = visual fields, IOP = intraocular pressure, gonio = findings on gonioscopic examination.
Reliability of test results is an important consideration. The standards for check trials provided by the Zeiss-Humphrey instrument may not be appropriate. Fixation loss scores may bear little relation to fixation accuracy, and are particularly sensitive to mis-plooting of the blind spot. Furthermore, the precision of false negative and false positive indices is very poor, given the number of test points. The 95% CIs around a 33% false negative rate may be from 13% to 53%. The software for calculation of false negative and positive responses in the newer HFA 2 machine has been modified, although only limited independent evaluation of this is currently available.

The failure to include field testing in some surveys in developing countries is likely to lead to an underestimation of glaucoma prevalence. While reliance on the optic nerve appearance is not ideal, it would identify the more advanced cases and provide at least a minimum estimate of glaucoma prevalence. It would include those at highest risk for total blindness in their lifetimes.

This scheme is not definitive, but is intended as an operational approach to identifying, in cross sectional surveys, those suffering visual disability from glaucoma and to standardise our enumeration and evaluation of the cause of their disease. The usefulness of the proposed system for comparison between studies must now be validated by subsequent research.
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